acdc | www.acdclighting.us
acdc offers a comprehensive selection of low glare architectural LED downlight, exterior linear,
floods and accent lighting. Over 60 sales offices with long standing partners enable acdc to
offer perfect service around the world. acdc is a part of the Zumtobel Group.
Arcluce | www.arcluce‐us.com
ARCLUCE S.p.A. offers skillfully lighting fittings for indoor and outdoor installation in a wide
range characterized by its comprehensiveness, versatility and design.
Arancia | www.arancialighting.com
Arancia is dedicated to designing and producing high‐end architectural lighting fixtures. Located
and manufactured in Canada, each light fixture is designed from scratch, around a vision to
make simpler things work in an elegant way. Production is made to order, quality control is key.
Custom requests are welcome.
Architectural Safety Components | www.architecturalsafety.com
LELU™ establishes a new set of priorities for safety‐related building components. Namely, an
exit sign should exceed its important life‐safety function by incorporating aesthetic and
technical ambitions into the design.
Arturo Alvarez | www.arturo‐alvarez.com
Arturo Álvarez create unique handmade emotional lighting. Arturo has created and patented
SIMETECH®, a translucent material which can be molded to obtain different textures.
Astro | us.astrolighting.com
Complete Since 1997, Astro Lighting has been designing quality transitional lighting in the UK
for a myriad of applications. Whether it be for the bath, bedroom, café, or general public areas,
Astro has focused on providing “Elegant Simplicity” at an excellent value.
Axo Light | www.axolightusa.com
Combining an Italian passion for design with Venetian tradition, Axo Light has been creating
high quality light fixtures for the world since 1996. Axo Light aims to develop lighting to sit any
environment, whether modern or traditional, public or private. The lighting collections offer
options for energy efficiency including LED and/or fluorescent.
Esko Design | www.eskodesign.com
Esko Design creates and builds innovative architectural and decorative LED lighting solutions.
They focus on meeting the growing demand for intelligent LED lighting in commercial and retail
spaces. Always best quality – always delivered on time.
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Innermost | www.innermost.net
Innermost’s approach to decorative lighting comes from a shared pursuit of design freedom, a
belief that you have to embrace the absurd in order to innovate. So innermost has innovation
and a little absurdity at its core; working with designers from all corners of the globe to create
beautifully unique products of the absolute highest quality
LED Linear | www.ledlinearusa.com
Award winning linear LED products offered in multiple white color temperatures and color
changing RGB. A wide range of fixture housings for both interior and exterior applications with
an ingress protection rating of up to IP68.
LEUCOS | www.leucosusa.com
World renowned Italian manufacturer of decorative and architectural glass light fixtures. The
product portfolio consists of table lamps, floor lamps, wall sconces, ceiling mounts and
suspended fixtures comprised primarily of contemporary design.
Litelab | www.litelab.com
Suspended, recessed and surface mount track and bus way lighting systems for museum, retail,
commercial and residential applications. A variety of architectural fittings are offered in
halogen, metal halide and LED light sources.
LumenWerx | www.lumenwerx.com
LumenWerx designs and manufactures linear and recessed luminaires for general interior
illumination in architectural spaces. With strong and flexible technical capabilities, LumenWerx
supports both standard and innovative product offering in an array of possible applications. As
the lighting world shifts its focus to LED Luminaires, LumenWerx is proud to offer application‐
specific variations to meet the high demands, as well as the time constraints needed in today’s
fast paced construction schedule.
Luminii | www.luminii.com
Flexible LED fixtures offered in multiple intensities, white color temperatures and RGB color
options. LED fixtures can be standalone mounted or incased in various models of extruded
aluminum housings.
Luxxbox | www.luxxbox.com
Acoustic and unique aesthetic lighting. Luxxbox' designs are a visual display of strength in form,
with decorative illumination and lifestyle/furniture products that explore negative space.
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MKS | www.mksled.com
Recessed down lights and track lighting. The products are designed to meet the certification
standards of Energy Star, UL listed and ETL. Dimmable and 5 Year warranty. The aggressive
pricing structure makes multi‐family, convention centers, and retail applications the ideal
applications.
NewMat | www.newmatusa.com
The ideal system for backlit applications, NewMat offers several membranes of different colors.
NewMat works well with either natural or artificial lights and can be installed as a single or
double layer system for better light diffusion. In addition, a second layer will serve as a dust /
particle barrier. NewMat membrane may also be micro‐perforated upon request for better
acoustical performance.
No. 8 Lighting | www.8lighting.com
Created by Lighting Designers, No. 8 Lighting offers state‐of‐the‐art technology and stunning
design for the ultimate recessed lighting fixture. Available in halogen and LED lamping modules,
No. 8 Lighting has an array of magnetic trims in different finishes and styles for all ceiling types.
Nulux | www.nulux.com
Nulux provides a broad selection of lighting equipment designed to integrate with elements of
architectural spaces. This equipment is designed to the requirements of the lighting design
profession, and permits its users to create spatial and perceptual effects which bring value to
interior spaces.
Rich Brilliant Willing | www.richbrilliantwilling.com
Rich Brilliant Willing delivers warm, dimmable LED fixtures. Statements such as chandeliers and
large scale pendants, realize a distinct point of view while staples, sconces and linear products,
offer surface mounted solutions. All RBW fixtures are UL listed, built in Brooklyn, NY and are
available in 1‐3 weeks. The results are intelligent and iconic; simple yet expressive products that
bring out the very best in new living and work environments
Senso | www.sensolighting.com
LED Downlights, pendants and track fixtures available in various sizes and in different lumen
packages.
Simkar | www.simkar.com
US Based manufacturer of linear and compact fluorescent, exit and emergency, HID, Induction,
LED and vandal resistant lighting fixtures for commercial, industrial and residential applications.
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Spot on Lighting | www.spotonlighting.com
Located in New York City, Spot on Lighting works closely with lighting designers and architects
to provide lighting, designed and manufactured to the highest standards. Experience the
minimalist mounting systems with no visible mounting hardware and less than a 2 inch
footprint.
Studio Italia Design | www.studioitaliadesign.com
Based in Venice, Italy Studio Italia Design’s fixtures display the highest quality and design standards and
epitomize the prestigious label: “Made in Italy.” They use only the finest materials such as hand‐blown
glass diffusers crafted in Murano which are then combined with stainless steel, brass and aluminum
accents in a variety of finishes.

Studio Lilica | www.studiolilica.com
At Studio Lilica we create custom architectural lighting, kinetic mobile sculptures and luminous
large‐scale installations that transform conventional spaces into extraordinary environments.
Our complete line is available in a wide range of colors and custom design options, making
them a perfect fit for public spaces, atriums, healthcare, hospitality, institutional, commercial,
and retail interiors.
TLS International | www.tls‐led.com
TLS International offers unbeatable manufacturing ingenuity with our patented, UL certified
Tension LED System. Using columns of lightweight LED strips, this collapsible system provides
uniform surface/backlighting that can cover any size/shape surface. By providing our boast of
advanced capabilities in‐house, we offer fully customizable turnkey solutions backed by the
highest service standards.
Vision3 Lighting | www.vision3lighting.com
Architectural landscape lighting fixtures made in aluminum, bronze, copper or stainless steel.
Multiple mounting options; in‐grade, stake, tree and surface. Lamp options are halogen, metal
halide and LED.
Zumtobel | www.zumtobel.us
Innovative European design, U.S. manufactured products. Linear fluorescent and LED, down
lighting and track, as well as decorative product offering.
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